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Abstract

Habits, both good ones and bad ones, are pervasive in animal behavior. Important frameworks have been developed to understand habits through psychological and neurobiological studies. This work has given us a rich understanding of brain networks that promote habits, and has also helped us to understand what constitutes a habitual behavior as opposed to a behavior that is more flexible and prospective. Mounting evidence from studies using neural recording methods suggests that habit formation is not a simple process. We review this evidence and take the position that habits could be sculpted from multiple dissociable changes in neural activity. These changes occur across multiple brain regions, and even within single brain regions. This strategy of classifying components of a habit based on different brain signals provides a potentially useful new way to conceive of disorders involving overly fixed behaviors as arising from different potential dysfunctions within the brain’s habit network.
As the American philosopher, William James, wrote, habits make up a major part of our behavioral and cognitive lives. The emphasis of experiment-based logic since that time, and the enduring interest in habits in the research community, has given us a rich set of approaches to study the brain basis of habit formation. For the most part, these measures center on behavioral tasks designed to test whether a learned response is driven by stimulus-response (SR) associations or by more cognitive or prospective processes. And yet, the “SR habits” so defined, are hypotheses based on these measures, and each idea about them has its own potential limitations. We take here an alternate strategy of classifying habits into potential component features based on new findings about the changes in patterns of neural activity that occur as simple habits are formed and broken, both within and across habit-related brain circuits. This framework reconsiders habits as being formed through multiple, simultaneously signaling processes in the brain.

Classifying Features of Habit Formation

Historical Framing of Habit Formation

The historical definition of habits is that they are behaviors rooted in SR associations that have been acquired through learning based on reinforcement. Most behavioral measures argued for as reflecting SR habits emphasize a lack of signs of cognitive influence. The SR associations are inferred from lack of evidence for purposeful or prospective behavior. For example, in one influential framework, actions can become associated with expected outcomes (AO learning) through associative learning processes. This AO structure is demonstrated experimentally by showing that animals are sensitive to devaluation of the reward, for example by pairing it with nauseogenic injections of lithium chloride. After tasting the reward as aversive in their home environment, subjects then will avoid the devalued goal when placed back in the task context, as though they had gained an aversive representation of.
the particular outcome for which they had previously worked and their behavior was guided by this negative outcome representation. With repeated experience in performing a behavior, or under particular task conditions, subjects can become insensitive to such devaluation procedures. Despite forming a lithium-induced aversion to the reward, animals will still work for it when in the task context. This insensitivity of behavior to the value of the outcome is suggested to reflect an underlying SR habit \(^5,7\). This framework also includes the criterion that habits are insensitive to changes in the contingency between an action and an outcome, for example, being resistant to an omission schedule in which the action leads to reward cancellation.

The remarkable success of this framework is due in part to its utility in dissociating brain regions involved in AO versus SR behaviors. Studies on rodents and primates, including humans, have demonstrated that SR habits (exhibiting outcome-independence) depend on brain structures including the dorsolateral striatum (DLS), dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra compacta (SNc), the infralimbic cortex (IL), and the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) \(^8-14\). By contrast, outcome-guided behaviors depend more on cognitive-associative circuits including the prelimbic cortex (PL), orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and dorsomedial striatum (DMS) \(^8-10,13,15,16\).

Related work on stimulus-guided versus response-guided behaviors has uncovered similar brain networks for habits \(^17\). In this set of studies, based on maze navigation tasks, SR habits are inferred to exist when animals perform a set of learned actions rather than following spatial cues in order to find rewards. In a plus-shaped maze, rats start from one arm and find food after turning into, for example, the right arm, and then the subjects are started from an opposing arm. Animals following an “egocentric” action plan will turn the same direction as they had (right in our example), whereas animals following a place strategy will follow the spatial cues to find where the food had been located \(^17-20\). In many conditions, animals initially start with a place strategy, and then with training shift to a response strategy taken as evidence of
forming an SR habit\textsuperscript{17,19}. Basal ganglia circuits, including the DLS and SNc dopaminergic neurons, are also implicated in the response strategy, as disruptions of their activity cause animals to favor a spatial strategy instead\textsuperscript{17,18,20-22}.

**Automaticity: Action Chunking and Decline of Deliberative Behavior**

Pioneering SR accounts of habit learning capture a great deal of the behavioral phenomena that arise as habits are formed in tasks, and certainly are valuable, yet the activity recorded in habit-related brain regions as habits are formed suggests that additional processes are at play. One dominant feature of neural activity in the basal ganglia is a pattern of activity that relates closely to how fluid and apparently non-purposeful the behavior is, potentially by “chunking” the behavior together into a unit. Animals in a wide variety of tasks start with trial-and-error learning, and under conditions in which task demands are stable, behavior becomes more rigid and consistent over the course of learning and practice. Several studies have characterized the neural correlates of this type of action automaticity in canonical habit-promoting brain regions, the DLS and IL cortex, and they find striking relationships to behavior and distinctions between these regions. Among these are a series of studies on rats running a T-shaped maze\textsuperscript{23-27}, which we describe here. Rats wait at a starting gate, hear a warning cue, and then traverse the maze on opening of a gate. Part way through the run, the rats are exposed to one of two instructional cues (e.g., auditory tones or tactile cues under foot), instructing them to turn and enter the left or right T-arm. If they do it correctly, they receive a reward. If not, they receive nothing. Rats learn this task over weeks and reach an end-state of performing highly accurately and speedily. From training to over-training, the rats also shift from devaluation-sensitive (AO) to insensitive (SR)\textsuperscript{26}.

During this period of behavioral acquisition, cortico-basal ganglia circuits, long implicated in skill acquisition and habit formation, undergo changes in neural activity that map onto this shift into a relatively fixed running routine. For example, the predominant signal in the DLS that
arises in medium spiny projection neurons as animals acquire the T-maze task is one in which the activity accentuates the boundaries of the maze runs. The majority of task-responsive neurons exhibit a burst of firing activity as the run is initiated, or as the run is completed, or both, resulting in an ensemble representation of both the beginning and end of the run. Often there is an additional burst as the maze turn is completed. Non-task-related neurons become relatively quiet during the behavior. To the extent that this chunking pattern of activity within the DLS causally controls the habitual behaviors, which remains to be tested, habits may be encoded in the DLS by signals that help link the actions together into a chunk, with salient features being its initiation and termination \cite{28,29}, just as working memory processes can involve a chunking together information (e.g., phone numbers) \cite{30}. Both chunking and gathering together of elements of the entire sequence, called concatenation, can also be involved \cite{31}.

Through a series of studies, we probed this DLS chunking pattern in relation to the behavior of the animals and in relation to which contingencies of the task are critical to its formation. One notable finding is that this pattern form quite early in task learning, well before performance reaches asymptote and well before the behavior becomes insensitive to devaluation \cite{24,26}. What this would suggest at face value is that the brain is built to favor more flexible decision-making processes as subjects learn task conditions, but somehow the habit system is nonetheless undergoing changes for later selection or dominance of the future habit. But contrary to a view that the DLS is active but lacks influence over performance until later when a habit finally takes over, we uncovered a potential influence of this DLS chunking pattern on how deliberative a behavior is throughout essentially all stages of learning, both early (non-habitual) and late (habitual). Dating back to the works of Muenzinger and of Tolman, researchers have recognized that animals display a sign of deliberative decision-making while performing maze tasks involving turn choices \cite{32,33}. Termed vicarious trial-and-error or deliberation, the behavior is seen as the temporary halting of a maze run with head turns toward possible maze arms before making a selection and turning \cite{33,34,35}. These deliberations tend to be
expressed often during trial-and-error learning and then decline to near zero levels as a behavior becomes well learned. We found this transition also: animals deliberate on the majority of trials during early learning and then quit this behavioral sign of deliberation on most trials during over-training on T-maze tasks.

We found that the strength of the DLS chunking pattern correlates inversely with deliberations on a trial-by-trial basis: the stronger this pattern is, the less likely animals are to exhibit a deliberation during their run. This correlation occurs during early learning phases as well, when animals are still devaluation-sensitive. Remarkably, the major DLS signal related to deliberations is the activity that occurs at the initiation of a maze run, and not activity that is present or absent during the deliberation itself. Thus, a strong burst of DLS activity as an animal begins its run correlates with a lower likelihood of a later deliberation, and weaker activity at run start correlates with more numerous instances of deliberation.

This early DLS activity, like the late DLS activity near the end of runs, has parallels in the striatum and prefrontal cortex of primates as well. For example, there is a similar relationship between action automaticity and the end-related signal in striatal activity. In one study, macaque monkeys were trained to perform a series of saccades to receive reward. The task involved many potential saccade sequences, and monkeys gradually formed stereotypic and efficient saccade strategies. Neurons in the striatum exhibited a clear chunking pattern of activity. The sharpness of the activity at the termination of the saccade sequences was highly correlated with the degree of stereotyped performance of the saccade sequences, and this activity encoded an integrated cost-outcome signal. Thus, both the beginning and end activity in the sensorimotor striatum is closed related to how automatic and repetitive the performance of a given behavioral sequence is. These correlations suggest that the sensorimotor striatum carries a potentially active influence over behavior very early in the learning process, trial by trial, bestowing on behavior more automaticity the stronger the activity is as the behavior begins. On this point, in recent human neuroimaging work on decision-making processes for...
reward, a competition between cognitive and habit-like strategies has been shown to occur essentially at a trial-to-trial level, and even within sequential decision stages of a single trial. Collectively, these findings support the idea that habits are not always an end-state of training, though that is when they may be most strongly expressed.

Importantly, this DLS chunking pattern appears to be relatively independent of many other aspects of behavior: whether the run is accurate (i.e., rewarded) or not, whether the run leads to a positive or negative outcome when experimenters manipulate the value of the reward, and even whether animals encounter a sudden change in the identity of the instruction cue and must learn anew. Under these conditions, we found the DLS chunking pattern to be stable. Further, although DLS activity can be correlated with run speed, it can develop independence from speed, which is reduced sharply after task conditions are changed despite no evidence that DLS activity changes concomitantly. We noted this DLS stability when we, without warning, switched the cue identity from auditory to tactile in the task, as well as when we exposed animals to a devalued reward for many sessions on the maze, allowing them to learn to avoid it. The DLS pattern does, however, decay when all rewards all lose their value, when rewards are removed, and when the contingency between the animals’ acquired behavior and the acquired outcome expectancy is explicitly changed. What these data indicate is that the DLS chunking pattern likely is operative in relation to executing a behavior automatically and non-deliberatively, that it tends to remain stable as long as familiar routines are performed and are at least partially reinforced, and that it may influence behavior essentially throughout the process of habit formation.

Such results fit with a large body of work on skill learning showing the DLS is critical for motor skill acquisition and expression, suggesting that DLS activity may contribute to the stability and consistency of action repertoires. Whereas skills are thought to be a component of a habit, but distinct in many ways from what we regard as habits (i.e., not always acquired through positive reinforcement), their structure nonetheless requires similar DLS-related circuits.
as do habits. This is true even for fixed action patterns such as grooming in rodents. Such similarity across types of repetitive behaviors raises the possibility that the DLS may in part be promoting the skill aspects of habits, or in other words, supporting them as sequences with structure and fluid expression.

It will be of great interest to continue learning whether individually distinct types of neurons within the striatum (D1 or D2 receptor expressing neurons; striosome or matrix projection neurons; different classes of interneurons) carry similar or different signals. Recently, Kubota et al. found that fast-spiking interneurons (putative GABAergic interneurons) in the DLS also formed the begin-and-end chunking pattern in mice running a well-learned T-maze task. Moreover, when the modality of the instructional cue indicating which end-arm was baited then was changed from auditory to tactile, these neurons developed a phasic, short-lived activity peak at the onset of the cue that was absent in the activity of DLS projection neurons. These results suggest that these interneurons function not only maintaining action boundaries of the task, but also in registering task instruction changes to potentially aid behavioral flexibility. Work from the Costa laboratory has also evaluated the different signaling properties of dopamine D1-receptor-expressing and D2-receptor-expressing striatal projection neurons. Findings suggest that both types of neurons represent the onset of a well-learned action sequence (lever pressing), but that they may differently represent the step-wise progression of the actions as they are performed. Recent work using a two-step nose poke task in mice supports this view as well. Finally, there is strong evidence that D2-expressing DLS neurons are critical for habit formation, based on use of the devaluation-insensitivity measure, though D1-expressing cells have not yet been exhaustively evaluated in these studies.

**Chunking Activity Elsewhere: Distinct Relations to Habitual Behavior**

The chunking pattern is not unique to laboratory rats, but is also found in the DLS of mouse and in corresponding regions in the striatum of macaque monkey prefrontal cortex and
striatum during action sequences, in mouse SNc during action sequences, in the HVC of songbirds while singing. Importantly, this pattern is not present in brain regions not thought to regulate habits from lesion or inactivation studies, including the DMS or PL cortex. This growing body of data based on recordings of spike activity indicates that action chunking may be represented neurally across species, types of behaviors, and brain regions, and is a major – if not the major – way in which DLS represents habits.

Of note, this chunking pattern is also present in the superficial cortical layers of a medial prefrontal region known in rodents as the IL (infralimbic) cortex, which is also critical for habits but is not directly connected with the habit-related DLS. Action chunking thus may be represented across multiple circuits simultaneously as habits are formed. However, the dynamics of the IL pattern are quite different from those of the DLS, suggesting a potentially distinct contribution of the IL cortex to habit formation. First, the beginning-and-end pattern forms late in the IL cortex, only as animals develop a consistency in their performance and an insensitivity to reward value during an over-training period. Second, also unlike the DLS, the IL pattern is not correlated on a trial-by-trial basis with deliberations, suggesting that the IL activity and deliberations may not be directly linked. Third, the IL pattern is exquisitely sensitive to changes in the task that require animals to change their behavior, whereas the DLS pattern is not. Specifically, when we devalued one of the maze rewards and animals changed their behavior to mainly running to the still-valued goal regardless of cueing, the IL pattern decayed rapidly. Then, as the animals rehearsed this new behavioral strategy over several weeks, the pattern reemerged as though to represent this new routine as a new habit.

We have extended this correlation to causal control by applying optogenetic manipulation of IL activity after genetically introducing light-sensitive proteins found in algae. In our first study, we found that inhibiting the IL activity only during maze runs after over-training and reward devaluation immediately led animals to exhibit outcome sensitivity in conditions in which normal rats continued running for the devalued goal, by habit. Later, after
two weeks of post-devaluation training during which the animals developed a new routine of always running to the still-valued goal, the same IL inhibition changed that behavior again: animals stopped performing this routine, and instead reverted to their old habit of running when instructed to both devalued and valued goals. This set of findings suggests that the IL cortex operates as a strategy-scheduler of sorts, promoting newly acquired habits and behaviors at the expense of old ones that are being suppressed. A functionally similar activity pattern has been found for BOLD activity in the inferior parietal cortex, suggesting that it could similarly help arbitrate between habitual and prospective cognitive processes.

These findings pose an intriguing notion that parallel circuits exist for promoting habits; those rooted in the cortical-associative-limbic circuit (e.g., IL cortex) and those in the basal ganglia (e.g., DLS). In this view, the IL cortex might promote habits by dampening or otherwise disrupting neural events related to prospection and flexibility in its target zones, including the DMS and the nucleus accumbens, or indirectly, interfacing with basal ganglia such as through connections with the CeA and onwards to the SNc. In support of this possibility, Lingawi and Balleine have shown that contralateral lesions to the anterior CeA and DLS suppress habit expression using the devaluation sensitivity measure, suggesting they interact for habits. It is possible that the IL connections with the amygdala facilitate this interaction.

On this point, decision-making processes are supported by a range of brain circuits outside of the classic habit system, and deliberations themselves are correlated with interesting neural signals related to prospective cognitive processes in the OFC, hippocampus, and nucleus accumbens. Among many remaining questions is whether habits involve a diminution of such signals, or instead, involve accentuation of activity in regions like DLS and IL cortex that actively override these signals. The lack of deliberations when DLS activity is strong, and when animals have been over-trained on tasks in general, may support the former possibility – that deliberations are directly weakened as part of the habit formation process. In
further support, activity in cognitive regions like the DMS declines simultaneously as animals are over-trained and DLS activity takes shape$^{24}$.  

**An Additional DLS Role: Outcome Feedback**

The above notion is not to say that this action automaticity and chunking is all that DLS does for habits; it is not. Other signals exist in the DLS during habit formation, with other relationships to behavior, further supporting the argument here that habits can be parsed into component processes. One appears, surprisingly, to be outcome feedback signaling.

Several laboratories have observed responses of striatal neurons to reward, including responses of neurons in the dorsal striatum$^{60-62}$. Schmitzer-Torbert and Redish$^{63}$, for example, found that a set of projection neurons in the dorsal striatum are engaged during maze runs, while another set of neurons are engaged only after the run is stopped and reward is being consumed. We observed these neurons in our T-maze task as well. In work submitted, we find a population of neurons that entirely lack in-task responses, but that respond about a half of a second after the behavior is completed. During learning, about half of these neurons tend to respond more after correct runs (during reward consumption), and the other half tend to respond after incorrect runs (when there is no reward). Though the population sizes of both of these subsets are similar during training, we find a striking shift during over-training and habit formation: the number of neurons responding to errors after incorrect runs falls to near zero, while the number of neurons responding to rewards after correct runs increases proportionally. Thus, outcome signaling of errors is almost gone, but outcome signaling after correct responses remains strong. The lack of error responsivity as habits are acquired could contribute to a lack of error-corrective feedback that may render behaviors less sensitive to negative outcomes, while the maintained reward-related activity could help maintain habits from trial to trial, potentially signaling that rewards occurred as predicted. Moreover, the reward response appears to have a value component. When exposed to the maze after one reward is devalued,
the response to the still-valued reward is greater than the response to the devalued reward when it is, on occasion, pursued. We highlight the fact that the temporal dynamics of the chunking-related and outcome-related neurons in the DLS are distinct: the bracketing pattern appearing early and the outcome signaling becoming strong later. Thus, the DLS appears to exhibit not only distinct signals for distinct aspects of habitual performance, but also distinct learning-related time-courses when they form.

As noted, signals accentuating the beginning and end of saccadic eye movement sequences have also been found in recordings within the striatum and prefrontal neocortex of macaques.\textsuperscript{36,37} Of special note in this work is that this bracketing pattern can be observed in self-trained monkeys as well as in monkeys trained on a cued saccade task, and that the end peak includes an integrated cost-outcome signal that is highly correlated with the repetitiveness of the saccade sequences. It is likely that such signals exist also in rodents given the recognized homology of basal ganglia anatomy and function, underscoring the potential role of DLS in both task performance and outcome evaluation.

**Revisiting the Historical Framework**

The implication of this neural recording work is that habits – at least some habits – are not simply SR associations guiding a rat reflexively from point A to point B. Although the correlational nature of this work does warrant caution in such an interpretation, it raises the opportunity to consider behavioral characteristics of habits as not being limited to SR associations. By extension, brain regions associated with these characteristics (e.g., prefrontal cortical region IL, and striatal region DLS) may not be required to encode an SR association as their principal contribution to habits.

Concerning the behavior measures themselves, lack of behavioral response to devaluation or contingency degradation is a negative result; SR is inferred when subjects do not exhibit goal-directed (AO) processes. In such conditions, we appreciate that evidence is
strongly in favor of the brain site in question as being necessary for SR habits. However, other interpretations of insensitivity of behavior to outcome changes have been raised. These include an overly fixed knowledge of the learned task conditions and routes to acquiring goals, loss of associability of response-eliciting task stimuli due to reduced ability of the stimuli to call up information related to the perceptual details of the outcome, a motivational attraction or value related to the action sequence itself, and a level of motivation for reward that has become decoupled from the actual or perceived reward value. SR behavior is similarly inferred in the maze studies by the fact that the animals follow a particular response routine rather than following external cues, a notion that has strong roots in research on response routines dating back over a century (e.g.), but that would meet with the same alternative interpretations.

Thus we argue the function of brain regions that promote these measures is a more open question than is often presumed.

Let us take as an example the DLS, a canonical SR-learning system. How do we reconcile its diverse neural signals with SR theory? The dominant task-bracketing pattern in DLS projection neuron activity is puzzling from an SR point of view. While promoting SR associations would conceivably override deliberative behaviors, it remains unclear why they would be manifested in DLS chunking as opposed to signals related to specific stimulus-response pairings, and particularly in the burst of DLS activity at action initiation and termination. Moreover, the stability of DLS activity in the face of major changes in the SR structure of the task, as noted above, suggests that this particular pattern may not reflect a specific pairs of S’s and R’s. Although still a hypothesis for now, behavioral chunking may be one important underlying biological feature of a habit and could, itself, lead to outcome-insensitivity and response-based maze behaviors, thus effectively standing in as an SR association but dissociable from SR details. In this view, chunking provides a structure to sequential behaviors, and as such, step-one will be linked to step-two, and so forth, leading to behavior that is focused on the next action step (or the whole sequence) and not on the final
reward outcome. Alternatively, the behavior may be focused on the major action events, such as start, turn and stop, with fewer “expert neurons” responding in relation to other task events.

Models by the Balleine group raise the possibility that such processing might occur as a form of prospective behavior, with the target at a given time being the next action step. Generally, for well-learned behaviors, the closer the rat gets to reward the more sensitive its behavior becomes to reward value, which we ourselves observed on the T-maze task. Thus, behaviorally and neurally, evidence suggests that action chunking can lead to habitual behaviors, with the initial action in the sequence carrying powerful influence over expression of the full habit and showing the greatest resistance to change when the action sequences is no longer a valued course of action. This hypothesis leaves open the function of the outcome feedback signals that co-exist in the DLS, which are novel enough to require further research before firm hypotheses can be made. Nevertheless, the change in their signaling during habit formation to favor correct over error outcomes is likely to be related to habit maintenance in important ways.

We also note that firing patterns reflective of SR associations have been difficult to demonstrate in recording studies focused on the striatum. Several studies have reported on activity in the striatum in rats performing SR tasks involving discrete stimuli paired with discrete responses, which do have the caveat that the cognitive versus habitual nature of performance is generally not assessed. For example, Stalnaker et al. observed that 20% of recorded neurons in the DLS fire during a certain response if it was preceded by a certain cue, which would seem to represent an SR association. However, the same proportion of neurons representing SR signals this way were found in the DMS, a region that is thought to oppose habits. Similarly, in our T-maze task, response-specific firing representations in projection neurons appear not to be different between the DMS and DLS. Thorn et al. found that a similar 15-35% proportion of recorded neurons in the DMS and DLS exhibited preferential firing during one of the two T-maze turns. The activity of these neurons also did not predict the turn.
direction of the animal, nor did the proportion of these turn-specific neurons change over the course of training and habit formation. Such findings raise the possibility that the habit-promoting functions of DLS may not be expressed in these types of signals, or, if they are, that some process is required to promote their function in the DLS but not in the DMS as habits are formed. Moreover, studies have suggested that the DLS neurons lack responses to predictive stimuli when movement factors are ruled out. If this lack of stimulus representation is true of most task conditions and species, it would suggest that the DLS represents the response (R-feature) that is somehow combined with the stimulus (S-feature) elsewhere to form SR links. It is possible that SR associations are represented in other patterns of spike or oscillatory activity in these same brain regions, and that they are present in other brain regions or are compiled through circuit connections across areas. Yet, in all, it remains unknown whether manipulations to the DLS that have been shown to disrupt habits (e.g., lesions, inactivations) are effective because they disrupt the DLS chunking activity, the DLS outcome feedback activity, both, or other potential signals (e.g., from interneurons). If the DLS is inhomogeneous with respect to habit-related activity based on these different signaling processes, the hypothesis is that manipulations specific to those signals would produce different deficits in habit, for instance, a return of deliberative decision making and loss of action structure (blocking the chunking pattern) versus increased sensitivity to changes in specific rewards values or negative consequences (blocking reward-related activity). Identifying features of habits in relation to their neural correlate - in DLS, IL, and elsewhere - will open up testable hypotheses such as these, which could prove useful in understanding the overall structure of a habit.

**Implications for ‘Disorders of Habit’**

Excessive and overly-fixed behavioral routines are symptoms in many disorders, including addictions, obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD), and autism-spectrum disorders.
Links to dysfunctional corticostriatal circuits have been made for each of these. For the most part, there is little consensus that habits are equivalent to or generative of symptoms in such disorders, though research has made progress in understanding the extent to which abnormally strong habits are part of the problem.

Addiction, for example, is a complex disorder involving changes in brain activity across hypothalamic, mesolimibic, cortical, and basal ganglia circuits. Different “failure modes”, including potential failures in the motivational, homeostatic, and impulse-control systems, can be thought of as different possible routes toward the same end-state of a compulsive, unhealthy behavior pattern. There is also strong evidence that addicts and their rodent models exhibit habit-like tendencies in their drug-taking rituals and in their compulsive persistence in drug-taking in the presence of drug cues and drug seeking despite negative consequences. These features are linked to the DLS and its dopamine input, in particular, with the thought that they reflect a failure mode of an overly strong SR drug seeking habit. However, the evidence above raises the possibility for different failure modes within the habit system itself as potentially contributing to such behavioral compulsion. These failures could include overly strong chunking-related activity in the DLS or IL, loss of error-corrective signaling in the DLS, or inflexibility in the IL-related habit-promoting process. Each possibility remains tenable, we speculate, though none have been evaluated as yet.

OCD presents a challenging distinction in that the compulsive behaviors are thought to be driven more by negative reinforcement (avoiding a bad outcome, or an outcome perceived as bad) than by positive reinforcement. Yet, here, too, the habit system is implicated. For example, OCD sufferers working to avoid an aversive wrist shock would continue to do so more than controls even when they saw that the shock was “devalued” by the experimenter unplugging the electrical stimulator. Corticostriatal connections have similarly been implicated in the compulsion behaviors in OCD, in human patients and rodent models. Such findings are important to consider in the context of related animal work showing that habits.
form more rapidly during or after a state of stress$^{97-99}$, or in negative reinforcement conditions$^{100}$. It remains to be seen whether, under such conditions, the DLS, IL cortex, or other habit-related regions of the brain have abnormal signaling, though as with addiction models this is a testable possibility.

**Conclusion**

Findings from basic neuroscience research on habits are broadening our understanding of how habits arise from changes in neural activity in the brain. Our view is that the dynamics of activity we and others observe in key habit-promoting brain regions suggest that many reward-seeking habits could involve multiple signaling mechanisms in the brain. With further research into the casual roles of these signals, as well as work to uncover other signals that may exist in the wider habit-related brain circuitry, this possibility can be put to the test. At present, however, the available findings lead us to the view that habits are multifaceted, not simple SR behaviors, and that abnormal habits are possibly multifaceted as well. Classification of habits in terms of features recognizable in neural activity patterns should be useful as research efforts continue to wrestle with understanding the aspects of brain function that are distorted in cases of compulsive behavior.
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